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Choose: My short-term goal was an open
dialogue, so stopped myself from reacting right
away. When I considered my feelings more
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Give: When I considered the other people’s
feelings, I realized they were concerned about
the organization and there was no personal
attack. Then I thought about our shared
purpose and realized that the new idea would
get us much further and I jumped on board.
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how the three pursuits and eight competencies work in
different aspects of leadership. But before you read more,
I’d like you to test out the model and prove to yourself
that this approach can really make a difference.

Exercise for Putting it in Practice
Think of a decision you have to make, or a situation you
are facing right now in your work or life. Something
where you could really use your full wisdom. Perhaps
you have a challenge with a colleague, a new initiative
you are developing, a major organizational or life
change, or a similar significant opportunity? This
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exercise works with any decision, so it does not need
to be monumental – in fact, it may be easier to start
practicing with an important-but-not-critical situation.
In 30 seconds, note down the situation in a few
bullet points.

Now apply the model.
1. Know Yourself: What are you feeling?
You always have more than one feeling, but it can
be hard to identify. It may help you to focus on the
situation, then notice your own body’s reaction – where
are you tense? How does your stomach feel, etc. Now
write down some feelings. To help you, on the next page
there is a list of basic emotions and some of the less and
more extreme feelings that go with the emotion.
What are your feelings about the situation? (It is
helpful to identify 2-3; sometimes feelings are paradoxical).
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Figure 4.4: Naming Emotions
Each emotion has a wide range of
variation / intensity:
Emotion
Anger
Anticipation
Joy
Trust
Fear
Surprise
Sadness
Disgust

Low Intensity
annoyance
interest
serenity
acceptance
concern
distraction
pensiveness
boredom

High Intensity
rage
vigilance
ecstasy
adoration
terror
amazement
grief
loathing

There are many different theories about emotions and lists
of the “basic” emotions. This model comes from a researcher
named Robert Plutchik who focused on the physiological
aspects of emotion (how they work in the body). More detail
on his model and emotions is in chapter five.
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2. Choose Yourself: What are your options?
It can be very difficult to find options when you
are in reaction (for example, when you are fighting
or distressed). Using your skills at Consequential
Thinking, Navigating Emotions, Intrinsic Motivation,
and Optimism, you can identify three or more choices
of what you could think, feel, and do. Consider what
you want to achieve in the short term, decide what
results you’d like to get right now.
If you find it challenging to identify multiple options,
try changing your mood by watching a funny television
show, talking to a good friend, or having a walk. Often
we get stuck in “this is the only way” when we’re
stressed, frustrated, afraid, hurt, etc. Breaking the
cycle of escalation (see chapter six) lets you step out of
reaction and innovate.
Get out of reaction and then identify three or more
options:
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3. Give Yourself:
principled choice?

What is the empathic and

Empathy is an emotional response to others’ emotions.
What are the other people involved thinking and feeling?
If you let yourself be open and a little vulnerable, what
do you feel in response? Empathy is basically nonanalytical, it’s an openness to another’s experience
and perspective. Being empathic does not mean your
choice should make everything feel nice for others, it
just means that you are experiencing the feelings and
are taking those into account. The reason empathy is
part of “Give Yourself ” is that it is only when you really
put yourself in a kind of Servant Leader mode – when
you give of yourself – that you can open yourself to
another’s feelings. In so doing, you gain tremendous
insight and influence – but if you do it for selfish
reasons, you don’t get the benefit. If you accept that
person is doing the best they can, and set your intention
to support her or him, and you truly give yourself to the
person, you will gain deep understanding.
Now, reflect on your own abiding sense of purpose.
Why are you in this world? What is your legacy? We
will explore this more in chapter seven, and you will
see why this is the hallmark of an exceptional leader.
Which of your options sustains your Noble Goal and
supports the other people in the situation to be and do
their best as well?
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Which option is most empathic and aligned with
your purpose?

What conclusion did you come to?
Did reflecting on the situation through these three
steps help you find clarity?
Now that you’ve gone through these steps, can you
better communicate your decision with strength and
compassion?

What About Others?
Learning about theEnd
Six Seconds
Model, people often ask,
of Excerpt
“Why is it all about ‘yourself ’? What about others?”
Six Seconds’ premise is that the only person you can
really change is yourself. You are the instrument of
your own leadership. You are the tool. You are the lever.
And if you want to change others, if you want others to
behave a particular way, or feel a particular way, you will

